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A diverse workplace not only identifies

and combats the pervasive structural

racism that underpins disparities in

everything from hiring decisions to salary

disparities, but it has also been proved to

help businesses prosper. 

While many businesses have made

strenuous efforts to improve their

diversity, equity, and inclusion, they may

be unsure of what steps they can take

right now to assure their success. Here,

we'll go over seven critical steps for

making your company and workplace

more diverse, including how to update

policies to reflect a commitment to

diversity, equity, and inclusion.

Implement and address

these tips in your work

environment to promote

diversity, equity, and

inclusion! 

7

tips



1. Assess your organization’s current

structures and policies 

Before you can design a diversity and inclusion strategy, you'll

need to figure out if your company already has rules and practices

in place, and if so, how they're applied. You can then analyze your

present resource allocations, as well as the board's, staff's,

volunteers', and other stakeholders' buy-in. 

Examine the big picture as well: consider your organization's

composition, structure, culture, and dynamics, as well as its

current communication, mission, and strategic direction. Update

these as needed to reflect the importance of your diversity and

inclusion efforts, and begin laying the groundwork for a greater

representation of your constituents.



2. Designate a specific leader for diversity

and inclusion efforts

Create a full-time compensated leadership role for diversity and

inclusion activities if at all possible, and ensure that this position

reports directly to the CEO or executive director. 

DEI should be a basic aspect of the leadership composition in

smaller firms, and a specific role for one of the executives to take

ownership of. Diversity and inclusion will be promoted at the

highest levels of management, enhancing equity throughout the

business.



3. Communicate and educate stakeholders

on importance of diversity and inclusion 

Any diversity and inclusion strategy must have buy-in from all

stakeholders in order to succeed. You'll need to convey your

strategy clearly and successfully, which involves having clear

definitions and plans in place. Ascertain that your entire business

is aware of, agrees with, and comprehends your definitions of

diversity and inclusion, as well as your desired outcomes. 

Determine who this message should be geared to, and incorporate

these elements into your diversity and inclusion policy. As usual,

it's critical to reinforce and create chances for continuous learning

and progress.

 

4. Update hiring policies to instill diversity

from the top down 

Implicit biases can play an insidious influence in delaying diversity

in your firm when it comes to hiring. Implicit bias training and

regular reminders to HR personnel about the importance of

diversity and inclusion can help to improve diversity, equity, and

inclusion. 

Make sure that offered opportunities are flexible, including

alternatives for part-time and remote work, beyond the actual

hiring process. Emphasize tangible initiatives for recruitment, job

training, and leadership chances during the employment process.

Onboarding should provide prospects for long-term progress once

you've been hired.



5. Factor diversity and inclusion into day-

to-day policies 

There are several ways to incorporate diversity and inclusion into

daily policies. The keys are to link diversity and inclusion to the

organization's success, to address the organization's culture, and

to keep a growth mindset. Mentoring programs that pair minority

individuals can demonstrate sensitivity to how the company may

negatively affect underrepresented groups while also encouraging

community and partnership.

6. Avoid tokenism 

Tokenism is described as "the act of doing something (such as

hiring a member of a minority group) just to avoid criticism and

provide the impression that individuals are treated fairly." Whether

you believe you are tokenism or not, hiring one or a few members



of underrepresented groups might cause employees to associate

their presence with tokenism. Employees can get tired of feeling

like a token, especially if they're the only female, African-

American, or millennial in their department. 

Employees from underrepresented groups should not be

pigeonholed into roles or debates about diversity and inclusion.

Recognize and celebrate everyone's strengths, and, if possible,

use mentoring to connect people from underrepresented groups,

as mentioned in point five.

7. Monitor and measure often

Although developing and implementing a strategy are critical

starting stages, they are not the end of the process! It's a never-

ending cycle of putting diversity and inclusion first. You are

investing in a new way of thinking and a new culture, and it's a

process that won't finish after your initial objectives are met. 

Establish a timeline for reviewing hiring practices, training

protocols, promotions, compensation, terminations, and other

indicators to see if any patterns need to be investigated.

Remember, there's always space for improvement: make sure

you're listening for input and concerns from underrepresented

groups in your organization or firm.



Ongoing Effort 

These actions will go a long way toward increasing diversity and

inclusion in your company. It's vital to remember, though, that

there is no silver bullet, and that this will be a long-term

commitment rather than a one-time effort. You may encounter

difficult conversations and situations while upgrading diversity and

inclusion policy. These are essential for developing emotional

intelligence, promoting minority identities at work. 

Building bridges and developing strong alliances need being truly

open to debate and demonstrating a desire to have talks about

issues of discrimination, current civil rights movements, legislative

measures such as HR-40, and impending elections. Participate in

your community and encourage your company to do the same.

Push yourself and set a good example for others!


